Guidance for Economics Graduate Students Submitting for Conference Presentations

1. General Conferences

- Young Economist Symposium
- Washington University St Louis graduate symposium (https://sites.wustl.edu/egsc/)
- Pennsylvania Economic Association
- there are some smaller European conferences

2. Specialized Conferences

Most subfields in economics have conferences in their areas. Contact a faculty member who works in that area for suggestions.

Here are a few:

- Labor Economics: Society of Labor Economists, Society of Economics of the Household
- Economics of Culture: Association for the Study of Religion, Economics, and Culture
- Urban: Urban Economics Association
- Public: National Tax Association
- Health: American Society of Health Economists
- Macro: Society of Economic Dynamics
• Theory: Stony Brook International Conference on Game Theory (https://gtcenter.org/international-conference/)


• Korea: KAEA job market jamboree (Korean jmcs only), KER conference (annual conf in Korea)
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